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I’m incredibly excited to welcome you to Discovering Tottenham’s very
first print magazine! DT began as an idea on Instagram back in May
2016 posting photos of places I’d visited or ‘discovered’ in Tottenham.
A few months later, in September 2016, discoveringtottenham.com was
launched and has been going from strength to strength ever since.
Food and drink is huge in Tottenham; since I came up with the idea for DT
we’ve seen more and more pop ups, cafes and breweries open up.
I’ve packed as much as I could into these 20 pages but still feel like I’ve
barely even scratched the surface. Inside you’ll find a selection of some
of the brilliant food and drink businesses in Tottenham. It’s been such an
inspiring journey finding out about and telling local stories from the people
behind the businesses in Tottenham.
I hope you enjoy reading and, if you like what you find, head over to the
website for more amazing stories from the people and talent in Tottenham.

Hazel Brown
Founder & Editor

What’s inside...
Cafe, events space and venue
Co-working, studio/offices upstairs
Events for all the community including yoga
and relaxation
Kitchen open until 3pm every day
Hand roasted coffee
Dishes include:
Full English ‘The Winston’
Full Veggie ‘The Clementine’
Full Vegan ‘The Gandhi’
Bombay Hash
Weekdays: 7.30am – 5pm
Weekends: 9am – 4pm
Blighty India Cafe, Blighty Commonwealth of
Cafes, 266 High Road, London, N15 4AJ
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Want to see your article in
our next magazine or on
our website? Pop us an
email at
submissions@
discoveringtottenham.com
for more details.
Interested in advertising
in our next issue (Music &
Performance)? Email
ads@
discoveringtottenham.com

@discovtottenham
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On the cover: Shiso Delicious
Instagram: @shisodelicious
The image is part of my weekly shopping haul /
what we’ll eat in a week. I try to shop packageplastic-free as much as I can, seasonal, and
organic as much as possible, and buy dry goods
in bulk to save on resources and funds.
Veggies from Stoke Newington farmers’ market
https://www.growingcommunities.org/market
which I go to every Saturday
Dry bulk goods from Canterbury-based family
business BuyWholefoodsOnline.com
Japanese seasonings and seaweed from London-Japan-based family business Clearspring
https://www.clearspring.co.uk/
Fruits from a green grocers in Stoke Newington
Matcha from London-Kyoto-based
https://shop.matchaeologist.com/
Roni Fruit & Veg, 39 Stoke Newington Church
Street
http://www.stokenewingtongreen-fruitveg.com/

Glenroy’s Hot Sauce and BBQ

338 Philip Lane, Tottenham, London, N15 4AB
BREAKFAST
BRUNCH
HOMEMADE BURGERS

WEEKLY SPECIALS
PANCAKES
HAND ROASTED COFFEE

HOMEMADE CAKES
COCKTAILS
SMOOTHIES

Forks and Green represents simplicity, comfort and exquisite cooking.
We take the drama and theatre away in exchange for peace of mind and
plates of delicious food cooked fresh with local, high quality produce.
Located at the end of Downhills Park, why not pop in and treat yourself!

Ambience and sentiments aside, we are a high quality eatery offering
a mouth-watering menu. All of our produce is sourced locally using the
freshest ingredients and prepared by highly experienced culinary experts.
We serve brunch style cuisine with a wide variety of oeuf-based dishes
inspired by traditional Parisian brasseries. From delicious poached eggs
to tasty omelettes, and from amazing tea to great coffee (using union
hand roasted coffee) – we’ve got your taste buds catered for with simple
food cooked flawlessly.

020 8881 5268

www.forksandgreen.co.uk

DT interviewed Glenroy-Terrance.
When did you first get into BBQ and
making hot sauce? My obsession started
at 14, since then I’ve been using any excuse
to BBQ. Cooking has always been extremely
competitive in my family and it has taught
me to push myself. You can’t beat standing
over a live fire and cooking - the smells,
the flavour. I wanted a sauce to provide as
much impact as BBQ cooking, which lead to
creating Bunkum Bay Hot Sauce.
How long have you been in Tottenham?
About nine years.
What was your inspiration? I didn’t want to cut corners on ingredients or
quality. The commercial sauces available in the shops weren’t hitting the
spot for me. They were either too salty or too sweet. I wanted a sauce with
depth.
What’s the secret to great BBQ? Never let lighter fluid touch your charcoals and treat your BBQ like an oven. I use lumpwood and fruit wood
from an orchard in Hertfordshire for a sweet flavour. Ensure your coals
have white ash all over before cooking anything, this will reduce flare ups.
What are your plans for the rest of this year? To make my Bunkum
Bay Hot Sauce available to as many stockists as possible and spread the
spice. We have been approached by a few large events for the summer,
and a wedding, which is exciting! glenroys.uk Instagram: @glenroysuk

Tangy’s Tasty Stuff - SE Asian fusion

When did you first come up with the
idea for Tangy’s? About a year and a
half ago after working on my friends stall
I thought, if he can do this, I can do this...
Two weeks later I was at Tottenham
Green.
How long have you been in Tottenham?
Nine years.
What’s your biggest inspiration? I’m
half chinese; I have a lot of family in Asia
and I just really like the food. From eating
Sophie Tang
out with my family to travelling back to
Malaysia and Singapore.
What are you most proud of so far?
Doing a month’s residency at The Dukes.
I was there every day 10 til 12 Monday
to Sunday. Keeping on top of that
without things running out and managing
the kitchen none stop was quite an
achievement, it went really well and we had really good feedback. Also,
building relationships with the local breweries and doing pop ups at all
their taprooms.
Favourite food you make at the moment? Prawn Gyoza and the
chicken satay burgers - they’re delicious!
What are your top tips for cooking SE Asian fusion? You have to be
passionate about it otherwise it’s not going to turn out nice. Try and get
as authentic ingredients as possible. Have fun – don’t get too harsh with
measuring things in recipes and taste as you go.
Sophie has six pop ups coming up at the taproom at Beavertown
Brewery, starting on 24 March. Instagram: @tangystastystuff
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Soffles Pitta
Chips
When did you first have the idea
to start Soffles?
Around seven years ago I started
making pitta chips for friends to have
with beers and dips - it became a
bit of a party essential. This turned
into a hobby and I made a bit of a
project out of it in my spare time.
Lots of pitta roasting at home, spray
painting stencils on to paper bags,
then a garden shed with ovens and
lots of bicycle deliveries.
How long have you been in
Tottenham?
Four years.
What’s the secret behind a good
pitta chip?
Fresh ingredients for the flavour and
a good crunch. They should be a bit
of a mouth workout rather than a
melt in the mouth experience!
What’s your biggest inspiration?
The people I meet, alongside
making all natural snacks using
fresh ingredients rather than the
normal powdered favouring we are
so used to.
What are your plans for the rest
of this year?
Lots of beer festivals and events in
general and a new flavour! We are
also looking to set up some sort of
pitta nacho beer bar. I’m not sure if
that will make it into 2018 but we will
see! soffles.com
Instagram: @soffleschips

Sophie Harvey, founder of Soffles

Pause Coffee

Uncle John’s Bakery

Fruit Magpie

Hazel Griffiths Photo: Miles Willis

When was the bakery first opened?
20 years ago on West Green Road.
Where did the idea come from?
When John and Emelia arrived in the
UK in 1982 they missed the sweet
aromas of fresh bread that Nana Mary
used to bake and longed for warm
bread straight out of the oven. They
searched tirelessly, but only came
across imports that weren’t as good
as John’s mother’s recipe. That’s
when he decided to bake it himself.
He didn’t want other Ghanaians to
miss out on the experience, and
wanted to help them feel closer to
home with his bread. At the time they
could only afford to use a local bakery
in Stoke Newington at night when it

Where did the idea for Fruit
Magpie come from? I have a
large and very productive quince
tree in my Tottenham garden.
Each year I’ve been here it has
produced more and more fruit
and finally I tried my hand at
making quince cheese, mainly to
save it from wasting. I realised
that there was a huge amount of fruit
in gardens and allotments that wastes
every year so started experimenting
with other flavours of fruit cheese too.
I had some very positive feedback
which encouraged me to eventually
launch as a business.
What is it about growing your own
fruit and produce that you most enjoy? Many of the quinces I use come

Blooming Scent

was closed. They used the bakery
for a year until they could afford to
open their own bakery in West Green
Road. The bakery is still thriving 20
years later.
How has the business evolved
over the years? We keep abreast
of what’s going in the Ghanaian
community as well as the local area
but we are very much a local family
business. We have expanded and
now supply all over the UK and parts
of Europe. We have moved to a larger
unit and renovated the shop.
What’s your biggest inspiration?
Our family is our inspiration and our
customers who we value as extended
family.

What makes Ghanaian baking
unique? Tradition and a whole lot of
love! The traditional way the breads,
pastries and cakes are made in
Ghana is how we make it at Uncle
John’s. The way it is kneaded and the
traditional spices makes the baking
unique.
theunclejohnsbakery.co.uk

tree-owners.
How long have you been in
Tottenham? Since 1987
What’s your favourite
accompaniment for fruit cheese?
What can I say - that would have to
be Wildes Cheese’s delicious Napier!
What’s been Fruit Magpie’s biggest
success? In 2016 I was lucky
enough to win an Urban Food Award
and to be nominated for the Mayor of
from my garden, but other fruit comes London’s ‘best surplus food initiative’.
This led to an invite to supply and
from across the borough and someattend a big Jamie Oliver fundraising
times beyond. I always try to keep it
as local as possible. What I like most event. I’m pretty proud of that.
Do you have any plans for new
about this is that I am, in a tiny way,
products in the future? I’m always
making a stand against food waste
into trying new things so if some
whilst being lucky enough to get
interesting new fruit comes my way
my hands on some very fresh, high
quality ingredients. An extra bonus is who knows!
fruitmagpie.co.uk
that I get to know some lovely local

Gina Moffett runs Blooming Scent Cafe at both the Bernie Grant Arts Centre and
the 639 Enterprise Centre. She offers a range of Caribbean, African and English
food. She wants to ensure that every nationality feels welcome and uses halal
meat in her dishes.
Gina was supported by the Princes Trust and her mentor James Caan, of Dragon’s Den, who advised her to look at opening a cafe based on some of her past
experience. The cafe at the Bernie Grant Arts Centre was vacant at the time and
she applied, got the tender and was given a chance to run her ‘dream cafe’.
Gina turned her life around during her three and a half years in Holloway Prison.
Whilst there she started cooking lunch and supper for staff and had support
from the Prince’s Trust to run a flower stall from the prison. She now employs
ex-offenders and people on day release. This summer she plans to offer healthy
eating days to local kids. berniegrantcentre.co.uk/visit/cafe-bar
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Pause Coffee was opened by Beata
and her husband three and a half
years ago. They’ve been running a
Polish shop on Seven Sisters Road
for over ten years and some of their
customers suggested they open a
restaurant. They started as a coffee
bar and now have a wide range of
dishes including Polish and English
foods. Great for an evening bite, you
will also find drinks including Polish
beer to quench your thirst. Everything
on the menu is cooked from fresh
ingredients on the day. You can also
find cakes and deserts Thursday to
Sunday. The cafe is a regular meet
spot for the Wards Corner Community
Coalition, who are campaigning
against the demolition of Seven Sisters
Market and the surrounding buildings.
facebook.com/PauseCoffee711

Haringey Foodbank

Part of a nationwide network of
foodbanks supported by the Trusell
Trust, The Haringey Foodbank, based
in the Selby Centre, opened in 2010.
They help local people in crisis with
three day’s worth of nutritionally
balanced
emergency
food
and
support via a voucher referral system.
The foodbank was founded by local
churches and community groups that
wanted to stop hunger in the local area.
With over a fifth of the UK population
living below the poverty line, services
like the Haringey Foodbank are
crucial. They rely on donations, of
money and non perishable food items,
and volunteers to run their day to
day operations. For further details
on how to support them get in touch.
haringey.foodbank.org.uk
info@haringey.foodbank.org.uk
07460 519019

The Phung Kay vegan behind Tot & Ham
Where did the original idea for
Tot & Ham come from? I moved to
Tottenham in 2012 and wanted to
meet people in the area. Tot & Ham
was originally a way to connect with
the local community through supper
clubs and food pop ups and has
evolved over the years to become a
place to highlight all the awesomeness Jade of Phung Kay (left)
Tottenham has to offer.
What is it about vegan food that
you most enjoy? My friend Angela
introduced me to veganism last year,
and together we co-founded Phung
Kay, a Chinese vegan food business.
I enjoy how vegan food is pushing my
creativity in the kitchen, I’m constantly
researching and testing ingredients to
create our dishes. My 20-month-old
toddler has a dairy and egg allergy and it’s great that the family can enjoy
a healthier diet together as well as knowing that consuming a plant based
diet has such a positive impact on the world.
What’s the secret to great Chinese vegan food? I love that we’re
creating delicious flavours inspired by our Chinese heritage. It’s food we
grew up eating and experiences from our travels in China. We’ve taken
these dishes and veganised them.
What are your plans for the rest of the year? We’re hosting a vegan dim
sum night in April and are very excited to be launching our first
market stall in May at The Fat Gay Vegan Market, Hackney Wick. We are
also working on launching a very special range of products by the end of
year. Instagram: @phungkayvegan @totandham

Pueblito Paisa Cafe

Empanadas

Selection of special Peruvian dishes
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Pueblito Paisa Cafe, at the very front of Seven
Sisters Market, began as a tiny Colombian bakery on Holloway Rd. In 2004 they had outgrown
the space and decided to move into Seven
Sisters Market. When they moved in all they
had was a bain-marie. They gradually expanded and built a mezzanine to hold a Colombian
bakery and opened a kitchen. Lita Kawajigashi,
who originally moved to London from Peru in
the mid 80s, runs the cafe along with her son
and daughter. They are supported by a dedicated team of chefs, bakers, and waitstaff. The
cafe has a large Colombian menu, available
daily, with 29 main dishes including Churrasco
Argentino (steak), Bandeja Paisa (a traditional
mixed meat dish from Colombia) and Dorada
(sea bream). You can also fill up on empanadas
and homemade chilli sauce for £1 each. Last
May they hired a new chef who specialises in
Peruvian cusine which is available Thursday
to Sunday. They descibe the dishes as humble
food and try to provide the best quality for the
lowest price. You can also grab a cheap coffee
or try a Peruvian cocktail (Pisco Sour) or beer
(Cusqueña). Instagram: @pueblitopaisa_cafe

Tri Prana

Ayurveda is a type of alternative medicine and lifestyle to help people in both
body and mind. Shanti set up the cafe
in January 2016 when she needed a
better space to run consultations with
her clients.

Shanti Connolly is a trained Ayurveda
practitioner and runs Tri Prana
vegetarian and vegan yoga cafe on
Philip Lane. They have their own range Tri Prana aims to be a holistic health
of blended teas which will be available hub and offer reasonably priced
alternative or complimentary therapies
to purchase in the near future.
in Tottenham – along with tea, coffee
and healthy food. They aim
be accessible ‘to everyone in
Tottenham, the new and the
old’ from all backgrounds.

She believes that a healthy
diet is better for your mind
and meditation and can have
an impact on your mental
health. ‘Food is a huge part of
Ayurveda. One of the protocols for the diet is always
individual, it’s never one size
fits all.’

STREET FOOD | PRODUCE | COFFEE
START UPS | BAR | EVENTS | KIDS
EVERY SUNDAY 11AM - 4PM

With a strong focus on the
mind, health and wellbeing,

Tri work closely with local charity HAIL
and Mind in Haringey. The cafe offers
tea and talk sessions to the community.
Shanti, took inspiration for her teas
from her great, great uncle who had
a tea plantation in Sri Lanka in the
1900s. She believes that tea is an
easy way to improve your health as it
has a great number of benefits. ‘Tea is
always really important. Having a tea
time, making sure that tea is poured
properly... When you stop and wait it
tastes so much better.’
Their yoga classes are intimate with
just eight people per session and they
run an accessible class once a week
for a fiver. They have a strong focus on
pranayama (breathing). ‘Here it really
is about mind and body. The mind is
everything. If you have that set things
fall into place a bit more.’
Shanti would like to ‘make people’s
lives a little bit easier’ and encourages
anyone who wants to find out more to
pop in. tri-prana.com

North London Food Not Bombs
How did North London Food Not
Bombs get started? It was started by
a group of friends over three years ago
and was at first based in Whitechapel.
We moved to Seven Sisters in early
2016 and have been sharing free
veggie meals here ever since. We’re
part of a global network of Food Not
Bombs groups and collectives all
around the world. We take positive
direct action by gathering food that
would otherwise be wasted, cooking
it and serving it for free in public to
anyone who is hungry.

As well as reducing food waste, we
hope to inspire change by showing
an example of how we co-operate to
support each other. In a culture that’s
devoted to profit and consumerism we
believe that sharing free veggie food
without restriction and working in solidarity with others is a revolutionary act.

www.tottenhamgreenmarket.co.uk
F: TottenhamGreenMkt T: @MarketTottenham tottenhammkt@gmail.com
Town Hall Approach Road, N15 4RY
Approx 5 mins walk from Seven Sisters and 10 from Bruce Grove Station
Buses: Tottenham Town Hall 243, W4, 76 & 341

Who is involved? Dozens of people
from across North London volunteer
with us from all walks of life. We are
always open to new volunteers and
people to lend a hand with food picks
ups, cooking, cleaning, sharing food,

place every first and third Saturday
of the month from 12.30pm outside
Seven Sisters tube station, on the
What are the key issues that you’re
corner with West Green Road. We are
campaigning against? Sharing food
currently looking for connections with
for us is a form of direct action and prolocal shops, cafes or restaurants who
test against a political and economic
can donate food that would otherwise
system that allows billions to be spent
go to waste. We are also urgently
on weapons and war while people conlooking for a local kitchen to use; we’re
tinue to go hungry in our streets. We
currently using our own homes and
also cook food that would otherwise be
this isn’t always accessible or spacious
wasted to highlight the huge amounts
enough to host our volunteers.
of food that are wasted every day,
facebook.com/fnblondon
which could otherwise feed people.
fundraising, making flyers, and much
more.

Are you involved in any other local
events or projects? Outside of our
regular lunches, we collaborate with
many other community groups and
collectives across London. We often
receive requests from groups to feed
people at their events or meetings
and we aim to support with others
as often possible when we have
capacity. Please get in touch with us if
you’d like to collaborate.
How can people get involved?
Email us at fnblondon@riseup.net or
find us on Facebook. You can also
find us at one of our stalls, which take
9

Shiso Delicious
Sara Kiyo Popowa of Shiso Delicious
creates Japanese influenced bento
boxes with whole, raw and plant
based foods. Sara and her husband
Andy, moved to South Tottenham
three years ago and she runs her
business out of their home.

effects the world we live in now and
in the future.’

Photo: Carolina Llamusi Silbermann

Shiso Delicious started on Instagram.
Previously, Sara was a visual
performance artist, a freelance
graphic designer for food companies,
worked in health food shops and sold
Sara started posting pictures of
her own clothes range at Spitalfields
her bento lunch box creations on
and Portobello markets. She’s always
Instagram when she first moved to
been interested in food and has
Tottenham and has built up a huge
always cooked a lot. She was living
following from all over the world. We in Brighton as a performer, and after
love her focus on simplicity, colour,
meeting her husband she moved
nutrition and practicality.
to London to focus on her graphic
design, but found that she missed
When she first met her husband, she
her own creative expression.
was surprised to see what he was
eating for lunch. Although he was
quite healthy and sporty she realised
that he would often be eating takeaway foods that were available near
to his office. As Sara had always
worked with food or had been self
employed this was something she
had only had to deal with for a few
weeks at a time. ‘I was shocked at
what people were eating... day in
day out. There’s no life in that food
- no real nutritional value.’ This got
her thinking, ‘how can I subtly get
him to eat better for his lunch?’
The answer came when they
went on a trip to Japan four years
ago. Sara had memories of the
food from when she had studied
there a few years earlier, but when
visiting Yakushima, a small island in
the south they discovered a place
making delicious, handmade bento to
take on their day trips. She thought,
‘this is the way to have lunch. Pack
your food in a stylish box that isn’t
going to be embarrassing to bring to
work. That’s what I’m going to offer.’
As a vegetarian of 20 years, it’s
really important to her that her food
has a high nutritional value but also
focuses on practicality. She tries to
do it in a way that is achievable and
can make you feel good on daily
basis.

‘When I started putting images on
Instagram that was suddenly a
creative outlet. A daily art practice.
It’s also an exhibition space, I think
as an artist you want your work to
be seen and you want to connect
to other people.’ As she had a very
specific area of interest, she found
it gave her the ability to connect
with other like-minded people who
were very skilled in what they were
doing and felt she had something to
add to it as well. ‘I found myself in
a tight knit community with creative
people from all over the world. That’s
extremely motivating.’

‘I would love people to eat healthier
and also think about how they live

‘Anything that I do now is influenced
by it. Instagram gave me confidence
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and helped me to carve out what I
want to do and what I want to give to
the world right now.’
In April 2017 Sara began to run bento
workshops. She ran 12 including one
in Amsterdam and found that things
really started to take off.
‘What I really love about workshops
is the sense of creating a community
and strengthening a network.’
Sara explained that her bento boxes
aren’t particularly Japanese but she
uses a lot of Japanese methods,
techniques and ingredients and a
lot of her classic dishes are based
around rice, much like those used in
the bento boxes of Japan.

She runs two workshops, bento intro
and bento meal prep where you can
make a slightly bigger volume to have
over several days. In the bento intro
she covers the basics like how to cook
rice so that it’s tasty, quick pickling,
and using certain seaweeds, nuts,
seeds and seasoning mixes to enrich
flavour and nutritional value. One
workshop participant described Sara’s
food as ‘so simple but so delicious.’
This year she plans to run workshops
with focus on photography and
styling for social media as well as
making bento.
‘Some of my best stylings have happened very simply. Most of the time
I’m trying to keep things realistic...
How would I practically want to eat
this... I should just lay it out like that
rather than just make it look fancy.’
Sara feels that it’s important to
respect your ingredients and aims
to work out how they can be put
together in the fastest possible way.
‘I’m always trying to reduce the
number of steps that I use but still get
lots of flavour and lots of nutrition.’
‘With bentos you’re working with a lot
of restrictions; it can’t be too runny, it
has to be tasty after five hours of being cold, you want to put something
filling in there but you can’t spend
half an hour cooking up a stew. I like

working with restrictions;
that really motivates and
inspires me and I will come
up with new ideas when
I’m pushed into something.’
As time has gone on
Sara realised that
performance and visual
art is very connected
to what she does now.
‘Something I leant by
doing performances,
was paying attention to
space. Now my space
has just changed...I’m
using the square of a
photograph and my
new performers are my
different props - different
food, the ingredients,
the plates or my hands.
Everything that I do now…
is very influenced by that
background. I am very
aware of how timing works
and how space works.’

Shiso Delicious’ Busy Days
Instant Noodles
I love this hack for a quick and warming
lunch. Simply pour boiling water
over dry rice vermicelli, veggies and
seasoning packed in a heat-proof
container, close the lid and have a
delicious noodle soup in 5 minutes.
Miso paste, ginger and sesame oil is
quite a magic combination and with this
as your base you can add anything you
like. Try curry spices, a boiled halved
egg, pre-cooked beans, frozen peas
(no need to thaw). Meal-prep a few
portions at a time and keep in your
fridge until you’re ready to activate with
hot water. The speciality ingredients can
be sourced in your supermarket’s Asian
section, health food shops or online.

Sara is gradually moving
towards a more vegan diet
and has been doing a lot
of experimenting with non
egg omelettes. ‘I’m using
lentils and certain seeds
- things that could be
cooked quite easily... that
will fill me up and have a
similar nutritional profile
to egg - it’s not just about
flavour.’

One portion. Keeps up to 3 days in fridge.
1/2–1 nest dry rice vermicelli
big handful greens*
1/2 carrot, grated
2 cm wedge red cabbage, thinly shredded
1 tablespoon miso paste
1 tablespoon Japanese soy sauce**
1 tablespoon toasted sesame oil
2 cm fresh ginger, grated (use a normal
box grater)
fresh or dry chilli to taste

She also loves pulled
eryngii (king oyster)
mushrooms, having
learnt the technique from
her good friend, Derek
Sarno of Wicked Healthy,
who is a vegan chef and
innovator. ‘You season
it with tamari soy sauce,
ginger juice, and chilli
and it gets this incredible
texture.’
Sara’s first cook book,
published by Kyle books,
will be released in the
Autumn. She’ll also be
updating her branding and
her website and running a
series of workshops in the
summer.

Optional: a slice lime to serve
*baby spinach, rocket, watercress, fresh
herbs
**tamari or shoyu
Break the noodle nest in half (over a big
bowl, as pieces will fly everywhere!) and
jam into a glass container together with
the rest of the ingredients. Close with lid
and take to work.

shisodelicious.com
Instagram:
@shisodelicious
@bentoparty
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Prestige Patisserie: made with love
The story behind Prestige Patisserie
is both inspiring and heart warming.
Husband and wife team George and
Geanina Ursache, originally from
Romania, moved to London in 2009. They
moved to Tottenham in 2011 and have
been part of the community ever since.
The couple opened Prestige Patisserie in
October 2016 when they moved into the
newly refurbished Holcombe Market.

worked hard they probably showed me
more than the others.’
If it wasn’t for her experience growing up
she thinks her wedding cakes would be
very different. ‘I love moist sponges, nice
fresh creams combined with mascapone
cream with the freshest ingredients.’

Geanina has been interested in baking
ever since she was a little girl, when she
used to try to copy her grandmother by
making bagels out of mud. During her
childhood during the Communist period in
Romania, her mother used to bake every
Saturday for the seven children in her
family.
Geanina said, ‘everything that’s in our
shop is what we love.’ George added, ‘it
She started attending baking school at
represents us’.
14 and then went to work for one of the
best confectionery bakeries in their city in They use high quality, natural ingredients
Romania, Iași.
in their products. George said ‘if you use
Geanina explained how she was very
grateful to them for giving her a job. ‘I
washed so many dishes just to be there,
to see how they did things. Because I

the best you’re going to make the best.’

When they moved to London, George
found a job as a general assistant at
Flourish Craft Bakery, who were based

in Tottenham at the time. When Geanina
arrived a couple of weeks later she barely
spoke any English. When she went for
a job interview at the same bakery as
George he translated. She made up for
her lack of English with her hard work. ‘I
worked so hard and I was so motivated to
speak, to learn, to do things.’
They used to travel into work together
and George would start an hour earlier
than Geanina. She used the spare hour
before her shift to study English every day.
Geanina progressed to head pastry chef
of her section within just a few months.
After a few years at the bakery George left
and changed industries completely. A year
later Geanina went to work for a restaurant in central London creating deserts,
helping to build and develop her existing
skills. Again she was quickly promoted
from demi chef to chef de partie in just
three months, and to senior chef de partie
a month later.
During this time, they stayed on good
terms with the owners of Flourish and after
a year and a half, they asked Geanina to
return. She declined at first, but after a

month she asked them if the position was
still open. Paul, the owner, told her ‘you
are always welcome to come back.’ It was
whilst she was driving to work that she
started to imagine what it would be like to
have her own bakery.
‘I was craving to make something with
taste for our community. It was so difficult
to go out and buy something delicious. I
said to George, I’m ready. He is the one
that always lifts me up and encourages
me.’
Geanina asked George to help her to set
up the business and he had originally
planned to return to his job two weeks
later. When he realised just how much
work it would be for Geanina by herself,
who would have to spend all day in the
shop and all night baking, he decided to
stay on full-time.

taking on feedback from the community,
in books, and Geanina’s childhood in
They also have a regular stall on Sundays Romania, often trying out news ideas in
at Tottenham Green Market. Geanina
the shop.
loves being at the market and when
Geanina takes recipes from her childhood,
she saw how the community came to
like their best-selling coffee-chocolate
celebrate with them every Sunday it
and walnut cake, and adds her twist
pushed her to create even more.
or touch to it. Also focusing on great
The pair are so dedicated that in the first flavours. Another one of their best-sellers,
year of running Prestige Patisserie they
the chocolate brownie cheesecake, is a
didn’t have one day off. They had a short combination of two of Geanina’s favourite
holiday in Italy this January and used that things.
time to visit all the patisseries. It was there
Last year for the Woodberry Wetlands
Geanina bought some tart cases which
inspired one of her most recent creations - Festival, they sold out of everything in the
first day. ‘We had to come back home,
salted caramel and chocolate tart.
call some friends and start baking.’ They
Geanina and George find inspiration for
baked all night long (getting just one hour
new products from many different places, of sleep) to ensure that they were able to
serve their customers on the Sunday.
Geanina said.

When asked what their favourite product
was, they were unable to decide. ‘All are
made from my heart.’ Geanina said.

Geanina takes care of the production and
bespoke orders and George runs the shop
and the business side of things, he also
learnt how to make high quality coffee to
serve to their customers.

They plan to expand the business in the
near future and will have a new unit for
their production, which they currently run
from the living room in their flat. They
will have a collection point for customers
bespoke orders and plan to run classes
for both children and adults and provide
jobs for the community, whilst continuing
both markets. Geanina said, ‘we’re very
excited to open the academy classes...
Our plan is to show people the joy of
baking - how to make everything from
scratch.’
prestigepatisserie.com

What’s really impressive about Geanina
and George is their determination and
energy. No matter what’s going on, they’re
always there greeting the community with
a smile. If they want to do something, they
give it their all and push themselves to
succeed.
‘This is our love, our gift to the community.
It’s amazing... when we first started … the
community came to say hello, came to
buy things, encourage us and support us.’
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The not-for-profit changing the way
we think about fruit and vegetables

Wednesday morning. We then
sort and pack it into our individual
customers’ bags and on Thursday we
load up our van and deliver them to
our drop points around Haringey.
The other side of what we do is
marketing – convincing people to
join the veg scheme and stick with
it! We’re encouraging people to
change their relationship with food.
Not just in being more in tune with
the seasons and knowing more
about who grew their food, but also
how and what they cook. With a veg
box you don’t get to choose what
you have, so you have to figure out
what to cook with what you have. We
provide lots of recipes each week
and it’s really heartening to hear
back from customers who say that
it’s changed they way they eat and
inspired them to be more creative in
the kitchen.

Why do you think it’s important to
grow produce locally?
The political and environmental
How did Crop Drop get started and Who is involved?
argument
is that if we invest more in
what was your inspiration?
We have four part-time staff and a
our
local
farmers
then we are more
Around 2009 Rachel Dring, our
brilliant team of local volunteers to
resilient to the threats of climate
founder, became really conscious of
help us pack the veg once a week.
change, peak oil, political unrest
the how unsustainable, unfair and
We work with four farms – London
and price fluctuations. It supports
unhealthy our food system is. She
Grown, the urban farmers who are
local economies, reduces carbon
was already pretty obsessed with
also based at Wolves Lane, Forty
emissions and is more likely to be
food (she’d changed her career from
Hall Farm in Enfield, Sarah Greens
supporting farmers by paying them a
a community arts manager to a vegan
Organics in Essex and Ripple Farm
fair price. Growing food in cities has
chef) but she decided she wanted
in Kent. They grow specifically for
limited commercial potential as plots
to set up a business that would
the veg scheme to ensure we have a are smaller and there are so many
make a practical difference. She
weekly supply of fresh produce. It’s all more demands on the space but its
later met Julie Brown from Growing
about having good relationships with invaluable in bringing people back into
Communities who encouraged her
the growers and paying them a decent
to direct her love of food and dislike
price for their work.
of supermarkets towards creating a
community-based veg box scheme in We also work in collaboration with
her local area.
12 local businesses who are drop
point hosts for the scheme. These
Growing Communities provided
are all small independent businesses
business support and a start-up
or community organisations around
loan and in October 2013 Crop Drop
Haringey that provide a space where
launched.
our customers can go to collect their
How long have you been in
veg bags. We have four in Tottenham
Tottenham?
including Craving Coffee, Loven
We’ve been in Tottenham right
Bakery and the Beehive.
from the beginning. We rented a
What are the key activities you’re
shipping container in the carpark of
involved in?
the Selby Centre for our first year.
We order produce from our farmers
We’re now based at the Wolves Lane
on a Monday morning, its harvested
Horticultural Centre.
on Tuesday and delivered to us on
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contact with nature, improving
food literacy and developing an
appreciation for what seasonal
food really is. When people are
involved in growing food they’re
much more likely to choose to
eat more healthily. The more
connection we have with our food
the better. That’s what we’ve lost
in cities - there’s a disconnect,
where people don’t know what
an aubergine is or what chips
are made from. But things are
changing now and we’re starting
to see a shift back to the earth and
the simple pleasures in life with
many new urban growing plots and
local food projects popping up all
the time.
It’s also fresher and tastier. You
can’t beat a freshly picked tomato
grown naturally and harvested at
the height of it’s ripeness. Or a
bag of mixed salad leaves picked
just two days earlier. You can get
that kind of freshness when your
farmer is a short drive away, or
in our case, a few metres across
the yard. When it’s local and
organic, you’re reminded of what
vegetables are supposed to taste
of!
What are your plans for the
future?
We’re involved in creating a
community food hub at the
former council-run Wolves Lane
Horticultural Centre. There’s lots
of food growing space, a cafe,
community space and a big barn
there which we’re renovating to
become our warehouse. We’re
collaborating with London Grown,
a food growers cooperative who’ve
been growing amazing organic
produce for us on the site. Last
year during the height of the
growing season we were sourcing
50% of our produce from Haringey
& Enfield. We’re hoping to increase
that this year and we’re going to
get more local folks inspired to
cook seasonal vegan food – we’re
rolling out a series of cooking
classes and supper clubs around
Haringey this year so keep your
eyes peeled for our events.
cropdrop.co.uk

Living Under One Sun:
we are all equal
Living Under One Sun (LUOS)
became a registered charity in 2011.
They currently have projects at
three locations: a Neighbourhood
Resource Centre in Northumberland
Park, a community allotment, which
they created from a bit of vandalised
land on the Lea Valley in 2008 and
a new project, Cafe Connect. They
are partnered with HAIL (a charity
that supports people with learning
difficulties and autism) and are
working on transforming a disused
bowling green into a community cafe
with an outdoor eating area with food
growing boxes. LUOS have even
received an MBE from the Queen
for offering voluntary services to the
community in Haringey.
They provide a safe space for the
community to meet welcoming all
ages, backgrounds, education and
learning abilities, with one rule:
‘you’re welcome as long as you
don’t make another person feel
unwelcome.’

LUOS youngest volunteer of the year

women from different parts of the
community each time.

They then decided to complete a food
hygiene course to give the sessions
more structure. They had to bring in a
translator to do the course and every
step was translated into five different
languages. When they passed and
received their certificates an Albanian
They run free activities including:
Kosovan woman threw up her hands
beekeeping, various workshops in
and shouted something – when it
organic food growing, healthy eating, was translated across the various
herbal medicine, cycling and walking, languages it was ‘we all live under
sustainable transport and energy,
one sun – we are all equal’.
eco arts and carpentry. They have
In the early days they would take
plans to use the new Cafe Connect
regular walks to the Tottenham
for activities such as yoga and
marshes sharing stories. The women
mindfulness.
explored the local area mapping
LUOS came about when Leyla
and finding themselves on both a
Laksari was working on a community local map and a world map. Leyla
project in Tottenham and was
explained, ‘many of these women
approached by a group of local
came from land, land people who
Kosovan mothers who wanted
became landless, people who
more access to information about
became displayed and misplaced.
their community. Leyla organised a
They lost all their networks.’
Kosovan breakfast and childcare and
the women came together and shared ‘One of the biggest things we shared
was food: ingredients, recipes, food
stories of their past. There were
tears, laughter and hugs. The women as medicine, ceremonies, cultures memories that sustain us and help
enjoyed themselves so much they
stayed longer than planned so Leyla us be resilient rather than victims.
Land – the concept of land and soil
invited them back.
– the alienation that people felt being
The groups evolved around stories
without land was quite massive,
of food and culture. In the second
digging and growing together and
meeting they invited local Turkish and cooking together and sharing the land
Kurdish women to join them. They
thinking about different ways of doing
shared recipes, traditional dancing
things was just enormously powerful.’
and songs and they began to invite
livingunderonesun.co.uk
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Antwerp Arms Association
The Antwerp Arms has been in
Tottenham since 1822. In 2013 the pub
was under the threat of being turned
into flats so a group of locals came
together to try and buy it, forming the
Anterwerp Arms Association. They
crowdfunded and sold shares and
successfully bought it in 2015. It’s
now community run and a group of
volunteer committee members manage
the business on behalf of over 370
shareholders.

family to socialise and relax (including
the dog!)
They stock beers from local breweries
Redemption and Beavertown. The
menu, cooked by chef Wayne from
Thursday to Sunday, has a mix of
Caribbean, French, Thai and English
style food. A popular item is their jerk
sausage.

Every Tuesday they host a free
community lunch by Crutch Haringey,
who support the vulnerable and people
The initial funds came from
in need. They receive table service and
shareholders and a social enterprise
business grant. They recently received get a two-course meal. Guests also
receive a bag of food from the Felix
another grant from Power To Change
which helped them to extend the pub at Project, including recipe cards, from
the end of last year. They reopened at local charity Breadline London, with
Christmas, and now have a large space suggestions on what they can cook with
the items.
that is free for the community to use.
Situated next to Bruce Castle Park
and Tottenham Cemetary, the pub
wants to create a safe space for all the
community and give them a sense of
belonging, creating a place for all the

Food and drink from our Instagram
@discovtottenham

Supported by volunteers – they work
with local community groups including
Friends of Bruce Castle Park and
have meet up groups for people with
dementia and the elderly. They have

Wayne Ashley (chef), Mav Highstead (chair), Desrie
Haly (communty engagement coordinatior)

Downhills Park Cafe

Tottenham Marshes

SushiHeads

Vita Bio

Wildes Cheese

Pueblito Paisa

Garden House Cafe

Redemption Brewery

The Green Bean

Markfield Park Cafe

Cafe Marina

Brewheadz

recently planted an edible garden
and are currently running growing
workshops.
On 6 May they will be having a
international community day, open to
all the family, to celebrate their third
birthday. They will be fundraising for the
Mayor of Haringey’s chosen charties
Mind in Haringey and Studio 306.
antwerparms.co.uk

Drinks
House red & white wine
Brewheadz beer
Redemption beer
some spirits, vodka, gin, whisky
& prosecco
Soon to come, bottled orange juice & apple juice
both freshly pressed
For those of you that drink coke,
I sell it in bottles only
In-house baked bread will also be for sale
Saltbeef bagel or rye sandwich with gherkins and
mustard will also soon be a regular feature
For those of you on a budget and with little time to
spare, there is a special on Tuesday and
Wednesday only
Bacon Sausage or egg roll, with tea or
americano £3.00

Sage Bistro, 40 Lordship Lane N17 8NS
Monday closed (however, if you pass by and I’m
there I’ll make you a coffee or a sandwich)
Tuesday 9:00 - 17:00
Wednesday 09:00 - 17:00
Thursday - Saturday 09:00 - 23:00
Sunday 09:00 - 17:00

There is a set breakfast and brunch menu. However
the weekly specials do cater for pescatarians,
vegetarians & vegans
Locally produced quince and natural honey is also
available at the Bistro
Products are locally sourced and our aim is to
remain green
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So Wrong It’s Nom

You were also involved in the
making of the Cheester egg with
Wildes Cheese – how did this
come about? After the Cheese
Advent Calendar became an inFavourite food: Cheese!
ternet hit, I trademarked the term
‘Cheester’ and was keen to do
Favourite drink: Currently:
something with this. A solid cheese
banana milkshake.
egg is a tricky thing to create so
Weirdest food you’ve ever tried: I knew it was a job for the geniuses, Philip and Keith at Wildes
Lamb testicles in a curry.
Cheese. I absolutely love the two
of them, and get a real buzz off of
How long have you been in
how much hard work and passion
Tottenham? Seven years
they’ve put into their business.The
When did you first become
interested in food blogging?
I’d say 70% of the time, I’m
thinking about food. I’ve been
raised revolving my day around
it. When it’s breakfast, I’m usually
already thinking about what to
have for dinner, and when it’s
dinner - I’m probably thinking
about what to have for breakfast
the next day. About three years
Wildes Cheese team prototyped a
ago I realised I was constantly
few of their recipes, and eventually
updating my personal Facebook
status with ramblings about food, we decided to move forward with
so my husband encouraged me to their award winning, Napier. It was
turn my thoughts into a blog! I fell an incredibly fun, yet exhausting
in love with it as soon as I started. project as the demand outstripped
our supply. I got to meet Emma
Bunton, and our egg was on ITV,
Last Christmas you released
Channel 4 and more. I spent nearthe first ever cheese advent
ly two weeks in their micro dairy,
calendar – what was your
inspiration? I prefer cheese over continuously cutting and salting
chocolate, and realised pretty soon curds alongside them! I’m privithat chocolate seems to dominate leged to have spent so much time
with a team of experts, mastering
all of the key retail periods. From
the art of cheese making.
Christmas, Easter, Valentine’s

What are your top tips for
starting a food blog? Be patient,
be consistent with posts and plan
ahead. Also, really think about
why you’re starting a food blog.
If it’s because you’re incredibly
passionate about food - go for
it! The more creative brains in
the blogesphere the better. If it’s
because you’re trying to score
freebies and write reviews in return
for free food... maybe reconsider.
The quality bar of your posts will
never shine if you aren’t genuinely
interested in your subject, which
in turn means hardly any traffic or
followers. Do things for the right
reason, and good things follow.
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Are there any more cheese
themed products on the horizon
for this year? The cheese
calendar will be back, bigger and
better and in more countries!
There’s some more surprises up
my sleeve, but you’ll have to wait
and see... sowrongitsnom.com
@sowrongitsnom

Photo: Andre Ainsworth

Name, profession: Annem
Hobson, blogger, food presenter
and comms professional (I wear
many hats!)

Photo: Andre Ainsworth

You are a regular food
contributor on BBC H&W and
TalkRadio – can you tell DT a
bit more about this? After the
products launched, I did a lot
of press and landed a monthly
food feature on talkRADIO’s
breakfast show with Paul Ross.
At the same time a lot of the BBC
stations remembered me, and
the producers began following So
Wrong It’s Nom on Twitter. I’m now
regularly used as a spokesperson
whenever food stories break, or if
there’s an interesting feature on
their show. I love being on air, and
it’s a great way to promote the blog
and brand further.

Photo: Andre Ainsworth

Day... you name it, and chocolate
leads the way. I wanted to turn this
on its head, and give cheese the
limelight it deserves. Initially, the
idea was something we created as
a bit of a laugh - handmade after
a trip to Hobbycraft! As soon as I
put the blog live and shared it, it
became an overnight viral hit. It
was featured all around the world
on primetime TV such as Good
Morning America, and my mailing
list shot through the roof. I used all
of the sign ups, press and traffic as
my proof of concept to later find a
partner and retailer to manufacture
the real thing and get it in stores,
nationwide.

Visit discoveringtottenham.com
to read our feature on LOVEN

HOLCOMBE MARKET

Come and shop local at Holcombe Market - something for every taste
Now fully open, you’ll find:
Hall’s Greengrocers
Prestige Patisserie
Reggae Village
Thompson’s Seafood
Winenrind

@hallsgreengroce
@PrestigePatiss
@1reggaevillage
@ThompsonSeafood
@winenrind

Monday - Saturday
7am - 5pm
@holcombemarket
1 Holcombe Rd,
London N17 9AA

